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Probing biological materials with electromagnetic waves has been investigated for decades [1]-[6]. It consists in characterizing the sample with its dielectric properties, which are frequency-dependent. Dielectric spectroscopy is performed by placing a high-frequency circuit close to the biological species under study. Passing through the biological medium, the electric properties of the biological elements modify the electromagnetic field. The complex permittivity of the medium under test may therefore be extracted and provides a dielectric signature of the sample.

Past investigations were mainly performed at the organ and tissue levels, with large quantities of liquids. They provided essential knowledge about the dielectric properties of biological matter and led to key applications such as hyperthermia and cancer ablation [3] and more recently to microwave cancer imaging [7]-[8] due to the possible discrimination of tumorous and healthy tissues [9]-[11]. Today, with the extensive development of micro and nanotechnologies in conjunction with the frequency increase of electromagnetic instruments, a dramatic miniaturization of RF circuits has ensued leading to sizes compatible with cells and virus dimensions (just a few micrometers in less than microliters) with frequency in the microwave and millimeter wave domains. Thus the dielectric characterization of the biological elements may be carried out at the molecular and cellular levels. Access to miniature cellular and molecular characterization paves the way for greater insights and a better understanding of the living and its interaction with electromagnetic waves as well as innovative applications. Cell observation is indeed a routine technique for biological and medical investigations.

Traditionally cell analysis has relied on optical detection systems. Microscopy using stains or fluorescent dyes and flow cytometry are the main techniques used due to their high efficiency and specificity. These techniques have been highly successful over the last two decades. This is because people, and more particularly biologists and physicians, naturally tend to trust images since it involves eyesight, which we all use everyday. On the contrary electromagnetic waves and permittivity are not so easily perceived as these notions do not refer to our senses and remain conceptually harder to grasp. Moreover, optical techniques may be very efficient and precise due to the fluorochromes and the antibodies used for attachment in the cells. Intracellular microscopy even enables the measurement of multiple intracellular markers simultaneously at the single cell level. An example of an image obtained is shown in Figure 1 [12]. Three dyes have been used to highlight three major constituents of eukaryote cells: nucleus in blue, actin in green (notably present in the cytoskeleton) and mitochondria in red. This snapshot is therefore information-rich. The precision obtained to determine each cell and constitutive part, as highlighted by their specific stain, is absolutely excellent. Real time monitoring of biological reactions is even accessible during the fluorochromes emission time.
However, the required equipment is often costly, and the technique may be considered invasive for the investigated cells. It chiefly involves labeling techniques, through various stains and fluorochromes, which interact on the surface or inside the cells. Fluorophores are preliminary attached to an antibody. When the latter recognizes its corresponding antigen present on or inside the cell, binding between the antigen and antibody occurs and permits the expression of the fluorophore when excited with the adequate wavelength applied with a UV lamp or laser. These labels may therefore induce cell modifications, leading to variations in the mechanism to be detected. Erroneous or unwanted observations may result. Also, in the case of intracellular staining, cells must first be fixed and permeabilized, stained, and then analyzed by flow cytometry or microscopy. These steps are not only time-consuming, but also destructive for the cells. Further analysis may not be performed on the exact same cells. The development of new biological analysis instruments at the cellular and molecular levels, which would be either noninvasive or without induced perturbation, is therefore highly challenging and would be particularly interesting in various applications.

In the meantime, the biological and medical domains are submitted to massive modifications with the dramatic development of microfluidics [13]-[14], corresponding to the appropriate size to reach biomolecules and cells properties. At present, micro- and nano-technologies offer well-controlled dimensions and fluidic volumes (as low as the μliter or even smaller) at quite a low cost and high fabrication volumes without the drawback of manual handling. It is now possible to reproducibly engineer the cell’s microenvironment at a cellular resolution and at a low cost whilst mimicking complex biochemistries (cells interaction, gradients, cells contacts...). Cell culture, sorting, handling and transportation [15], as well as addition of chemicals, combined with single to arrays arrangements for high throughput analysis [16]-[19] have been demonstrated. One important bottleneck of this micrometric integration lies in the miniaturization of suitable analyzing systems. The main issue is that of putting forward integrated characterization techniques that are both sensitive and non-invasive in a liquid medium. Extensive work is underway to address these issues. Among the developed miniature bio-sensing methods [20], such as optical, electrical and mechanical analysis [21]-[28], impedancemetry using microwaves and millimeterwaves stands out as a promising candidate. The technique does present interesting features, which will be detailed in this paper.

**Why microwaves?**

Miniature microwave dielectric spectroscopy resulted in several breakthroughs in biological investigations, particularly in molecular and cellular analysis.

**Frequency dependence of permittivity**
During the past century Pr. Schwan [1]-[2] demonstrated that the interaction of the biological matter with electromagnetic waves is frequency-dependent and translates into relaxations and resonances of the complex permittivity. These permittivity and conductivity dispersions are related to different polarization phenomena depicted in Fig. 2.

The first dispersion, named α and occurring in the low frequency range, is associated with ionic diffusion. The β dispersion, located in the MHz range, is related to polarization of the cellular membrane with the charging of the capacitive cell membrane. Its exploitation during the past decade with the development of low frequency impedance-based cytometry [24],[26] has led to impressive biological detection capabilities based on membrane polarization, with the discrimination of white blood cells (lymphocytes, neutrophils, monocytes) [Holmes 2009]. Thus it became possible to gain insights into the viability, size and morphology of cells. However, in terms of discrimination, the technique remains fairly limited in the case of cells exhibiting the same size and morphology. Membrane permeabilization is then required to enable cell penetration to the electrical field. To extend the analyzing potential, increasing the frequency range to the GHz regime has become an attractive solution.

**Intracellular probing and monitoring**

By rising the frequency, the capacitive barrier of the cell membrane may be crossed and waves may penetrate into the cells, as shown in Figure 3. This enhances the interaction of the electromagnetic waves with the biological matter. It is associated with the γ dispersion due to the polarization of dipoles, occurring in the microwave and millimeterwave ranges and due to the molecular reorientation dynamics. The relaxation phenomenon is common to a large variety of aqueous solutions of bio-species and bio elements. The most well-known is the dielectric relaxation induced by water molecules around 20 GHz, which is a large constituent of the living. Further discrimination and observation of biological mechanisms may therefore be expected with microwave spectroscopy. Beyond, in the THz regime, other mechanisms also develop based on vibrational modes and atomic variations [29].
Noninvasive and highly miniaturizable

Moreover, microwave dielectric spectroscopy offers the advantage of being contactless, nondestructive and label-free. Possible contamination or perturbation of the bio-material (e.g., living cells) is suppressed during characterization. Due to the frequency range (microwave and millimeterwave), the RF circuits feature high integration with the use of micro-nanotechnologies, which makes the sensing technique compatible with all lab-on-a-chip developments. It therefore facilitates cells manipulation and preparation, like sorting, or integration of biological protocols with microfluidic networks. The detection area may be easily sized to the cell dimensions or to ultra small volumes of biological samples (microliters and below).

The sensing technique is noninvasive for cells under low power to avoid any interference with the living. Thus cells can be kept alive during tests, thereby promoting real time monitoring of biological reactions. Due to wave penetration into the cells, one might expect access to intracellular events or modifications. However this is not the case with low frequency techniques limited to cell membrane observation (see Figure 3).

Compatible with ionic content of biological media

Another important feature of microwave spectroscopy corresponds to its complete adequacy with rich biological culture media. Those liquids contain indeed salt (typical value of 9 gr/l), ions and nutrients, which below 1 GHz induce a large ionic conductivity and losses. Electrode polarization also occurs with low frequency and DC methods. It has then to be taken into account by calculation, whereas media at low frequency may also be depleted. On the contrary, living cells may be directly studied in their traditional and rich media in the microwave range.

Dielectric signature and selectivity

The next breakthrough corresponds to the richness of the dielectric spectra (real and imaginary part of the complex permittivity versus frequency). Gabriel et al. [30] reviewed and evaluated the dielectric properties of various biological samples such as blood, bone, fat and grey matter. Distinct dielectric spectra were obtained and highlighted a definite specificity of the dielectric properties, making up a "dielectric signature". This has also been demonstrated with molecules [31]-[32]. An example of this type of signature at the molecular level is given in Figure 4 [33]. It depicts the real and imaginary permittivity spectra of two biomolecules in aqueous solutions, saccharose and albumin, exhibiting the same mass concentration of 100 mg/ml.
Due to their different dipolar moment, size and composition, their respective molecular dynamic is distinctive and leads to singular dielectric properties. Applied to a wide variety of biomolecules, such as amino acids and carbohydrates, a mapping of the dielectric properties of the biomolecules has been drawn up at a single frequency [33]. This dielectric mapping supports molecule discrimination and could be applied to cells and tissues. However, mentioning a dielectric specificity of all biological elements would be far-fetched and abusive. Limitations have to be defined. Similar to low frequency (in the MHz range) detection, which may not differentiate cells with similar size and morphology, biological materials may exhibit analogous dielectric properties in the GHz domain. Further discrimination than in the MHz regimen is nevertheless expected, especially at the cellular level, due to wave penetration into cells.

Consequently, all these features may be seen as a great opportunity to detect and characterize cells based on their content as microwaves and millimeterwaves may penetrate into them. The possible detection and discrimination of the cells' pathological state, morphology and type is therefore expected. However this calls for intensive development in terms of circuits design for enhanced sensitivity, biocompatible technologies, characterization and modeling works in order to build the link between biophysical states and electromagnetic signatures.

**Cellular microwave-based biosensors: for cell population down to single-cell analysis**

The development of miniature microwave biosensors for cellular and molecular investigations is a recent activity, which requires defining and demonstrating the technique’s potential. Stuchly et al., first initiated it in 1998 [34] introducing a coplanar sensor configuration with a reservoir placed on top for liquid placement, followed by Facer et al., in 2001 [35] with the measurements of hemoglobin, DNA molecules and E-coli bacteria in solutions and by Anghyun et al., in 2008 with permittivity extraction of human embryonic kidney cells (HEK-293) in DMEM medium [36]. Configurations implementing a microfluidic channel have emerged [37]-[40] to investigate cells in their liquid environment, as well as resonant topologies with cells blocked in a gel [41].

So far several demonstrations have been achieved, such as the ability to detect the living cells in their biological medium with adequate sensitivity and selectivity in particular. This has been performed with cell suspensions exhibiting large concentrations in the order of several millions of cells per milliliter [38]-[39], down to the single cell with different microwave biosensors [42], as shown in Fig. 5.
As mentioned previously with respect to the different breakthroughs in microwave dielectric spectroscopy, cells were directly measured in their culture medium, even if ionic. Figure 6 depicts the dielectric spectra (real and imaginary parts of relative permittivity) of the culture medium itself and a cell suspension of DoHH-2 cells line with a concentration of 100 million cells/ml. These cells serve as a biological model for blood cancer investigations. Owing to the high water content of cells and medium, the curves feature a relaxation frequency (maxima of $\varepsilon''$ around 15 GHz) close to that of water. The ionic content of the medium is noticeable at low frequency with the large increase of $\varepsilon''$ below 2 GHz. Both cells and medium spectra are significantly different and demonstrate the possible detection of cells in medium with microwaves from few GHz to 40 GHz.

As a supplement, the technique may also be utilized to quantify cells in suspension. Different concentrations have been evaluated, ranging from 100 million cells/ml down to 17 million with the coplanar waveguide configuration shown in Fig. 5. Repeated measurements are indicated at 10 GHz in Figure 6 and exhibit an excellent reproducibility with a standard deviation less than 0.1 on both parameters ($\varepsilon'$ and $\varepsilon''$) [43].

Quantification of cells with microwave dielectric spectroscopy is particularly interesting for biomedical applications, as cell proliferation assessment is a key indicator in biological experiments. Impact of drugs is indeed evaluated by testing cell viability and consequently the cell’s ability to duplicate.

As a supplement to the evaluation of cell populations, investigating the behavior of cells on an individual basis is also pertinent [18]. Single-cell measurements have therefore been made under different conditions (i.e. either static, in broadband [42] and narrowband [44], or in a flow [45]-[46]).
For the broadband topology [42], the schematic of the microwave biosensor, which has been devised for this purpose, is shown in Figure 7. The corresponding picture featuring a trapped cell is part of Figure 5. It consists of a coplanar transmission waveguide with a capacitive gap located at the center of the sensor. Two tapers placed apart decrease the conductor size to an appropriate dimension commensurate with the cell. Thus, one can focus the electromagnetic fields onto the cell area. In this study, living human B lymphoma cells of the RL type, which constitute a well-known cell model for blood cancer investigations, were used. Perpendicular to the coplanar line, a microfluidic channel, equipped with a mechanical trap right above the capacitive gap, is inserted. This trap is used to locate the cell to be analyzed in the sensing area, while the channel maintains the living cell with all its required nutrients including salts, ions and proteins in its traditional medium during the experiments. The broadband single-cell sensor has been evaluated on a frequency range starting from 40 MHz to 40 GHz. Several living cells in their culture medium have been individually tested and measurement results are given in Fig.7 for three different single RL lymphoma cells. The three measured capacitive contrasts yield a very similar spectrum. The dispersion between curves can be attributed to the intrinsic heterogeneity of the living cells and to the position of the cell in its proliferation cycle. The maximum capacitive contrast is obtained around 5 GHz with a value close to 0.5-0.6 fF, which is much larger than the estimated measurement resolution of 0.01 fF.

Figure 7. Schematic of the single-cell based microwave biosensor. Capacitive contrasts of human RL lymphoma cells measured individually in their culture medium (RPMI with 10% of Foetal Calf Serum) from 40 MHz to 40 GHz [42].

As far as narrowband studies are concerned, interferometric configurations have been developed [44]-[46]. Single yeasts in De-Ionized (DI) water have been evaluated in static with an interferometric circuit centered around 5 GHz, as indicated in Figure 8. The structure includes two branches, i.e. a reference and a "cell", within a microfluidic channel filled with DI water in one case and yeast in DI water in the other. To place the single yeast at the center of two tapered lines, a DC voltage is applied between the inlet and outlet of the "cell" fluidic channel. Several viable and non-viable yeast cells have been measured individually. The non-viable yeast cells have been obtained from the viable ones submitted to boiling for ten minutes and placed in DI-water. The transmitted scattering parameter versus frequency is given in Figure 8. Viability of yeast may therefore be discriminated due to a frequency shift. Viable yeast cells present a lower resonant frequency than non-viable ones.
A microwave interferometer was also defined at 1.6 GHz for measurements in dynamic condition [45]-[46]. Single cells flowing in a microfluidic channel are detected while passing on top of an interdigitated electrode pair. The system may detect changes in capacitance of 650 zF with a 50 Hz bandwidth. Yeast and Chinese hamster ovary cells in salt solution have been detected while passing on the sensing area. The ability to detect cells individually in a flow paves the way for the development of RF cytometers, which may handle cells directly in their traditional medium and without preliminary preparation or labeling steps.

**Toward biological reaction observation and quantification**

Another key feature of microwave dielectric spectroscopy is the ability to evaluate biological reactions and to provide a quantification of the observed phenomenon. As a first example, microwave dielectric spectroscopy has been studied to assess the cytoplasmic membrane permeabilization (and its consequence on the cells) of cells induced by chemo-treatment [47]. This process artificially kills the cells in a manner acceptable to biologists. Saponin, which is a chemical compound traditionally used to create pores into the cytoplasmic membrane of cells for intracellular labeling while maintaining the cell integrity, has been applied. Figure 9 shows a photography of the corresponding DOHH-2 cells in their culture medium inside a coplanar waveguide as well as the dielectric contrasts of treated and untreated cells from 40 MHz to 40 GHz.
Viability of cell suspensions has been estimated with a biological technique using a marker. The treated and untreated cell suspensions exhibit viability values of 5% and 90% respectively. The saponin treatment on cell suspension tends to inhibit the dielectric contrast of cells in their medium due to the membrane permeabilization, which creates leakages of the cytosol in the surrounding culture medium with intra and extracellular exchanges of chemicals, as indicated in the inserted schematics of Figure 9. This results in a new solute equilibrium between internal cytosol and external medium. These measurements were repeated several times, at different days and with different sensors. An excellent measurement reproducibility has been secured and should convince biologists that microwave spectroscopy may significantly detect the viability of a cell population with an accuracy of 4%.

The impact of the dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) solvent has also been tested on the human embryonic kidney cell-line [36] using a reservoir placed on top of a coplanar waveguide. The cell suspensions were treated with 10% DMSO and then transferred to the CPW device for permittivity measurement. Realtime monitoring has been performed during thirty minutes. A progressive decrease in permittivity during time was demonstrated.

This demonstrates the potential of the sensing technique for realtime monitoring.

**Toward microsystems integration for complete miniaturization**

All these results have been obtained using Vector Network Analyzers. Even if compact instruments are now marketed, they remain costly and cumbersome. To arrive at a high miniaturization with a complete lab-on-a-chip configuration, investigations aiming to integrate the analyzing part and not only the sensor are being conducted. A miniature VNA ranging from 14 to 16 GHz for biomedical concentration measurements on RO4350 substrate was recently demonstrated. It includes a VCO centered around 15 GHz with a four-way asymmetrical power divider, three I-Q mixers and a dual directional coupler. It was evaluated by connecting the VNA to a coplanar waveguide, which was loaded with several aqueous glucose solutions. Concentrations of glucose ranging from 0 to 10 g/dL could be measured through normalized transmitted and reflection magnitude/phase [48]. Another configuration of VNA based on several six-port elements for multiband topology was also achieved [49]. Glucose solutions filled in a reservoir placed on top of coplanar waveguides with concentration ranging from 0 to 20 g/dl were successfully evaluated at 6.6 and 19.7 and 32.4 GHz. The complete system configuration is indicated in Figure 11. The output voltages vary with glucose concentration.
In 2014, several CMOS based systems have been proposed for biological applications. An interferometric system with a 65-nm CMOS technology, working at 6.5 GHz and 17.5-GHz, was achieved with a sensitivity of 1.5 aF [50]. Each sensing channel includes a VCO, two injection-locked oscillator sensors (instead of conventional LC resonators for signal-to-noise ratio enhancement), a mixer and a signal-conditioning analog front-end. Flowing polystyrene beads were successfully measured.

A CMOS dielectric spectroscopy system capable of extracting the complex permittivity of liquids from 0.62 to 10 GHz was also presented [51]. It uses a configurable harmonic-rejection receiver to extract the complex permittivity, both real and imaginary parts with an rms error of less than 1% over the frequency band of 0.62-10GHz. The liquid under test is placed on a sensing capacitor, which is embedded into a voltage divider topology with a fixed capacitor. The relative variations in magnitude and phase of the voltages permit to evaluate the real and imaginary parts of the broadband liquid permittivity, as indicated in Figure 12.

This demonstration does not include a sophisticated microfluidic setup at this stage. Combined with previously developed sensors capable of evaluation down to the single living cell, one may now consider the use of a complete and ultra compact microwave-based cellular analyzer.

**Conclusion :** Miniature microwave spectroscopy is a promising technique for intracellular analysis.
Given the huge development of microtechnologies, microwave dielectric spectroscopy can now be applied at the molecular and cellular levels, thus paving the way for new applications in the biological and medical domains. Circuits are indeed compatible with low biological volumes and cell size, and the frequency range supports intracellular analysis with the complete noninvasive penetration of electromagnetic waves into the living cell.

Key features have therefore been demonstrated such as the detection of cell population and single cells, with direct measurement in their culture medium, and the assessment of sensitivity to concentration and to cell state. Richness of the dielectric signature provides also a degree of specificity to the technique.

Miniature microwave spectroscopy can also be used for the realtime monitoring of biological reactions as well as high system integration. The specificities of microwave spectroscopy make this sensing technique a promising candidate for future cellular analyzing instruments alongside other established techniques such as fluorescent-based cell analyzers and microscopes and more recently those based on low frequency detection like the Xcelligence of Roche using tens of kHz, which are more suitable for cell morphological and adhesion investigations. Advantages and drawbacks of these cellular analyzing techniques are therefore summarized in Table 1 in order to give a status of their actual capabilities. Applications for early diagnosis of various diseases as well as the preliminary evaluation of treatments directly on patient cells designed to improve the efficacy of therapies are the main objectives, which could be foreseen with microwave dielectric spectroscopy.

Table 1. Pros and cons of cellular analysis techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional optical techniques</td>
<td>- High specificity with markers&lt;br&gt;- Precise images, molecular resolution in cell&lt;br&gt;- Realtime monitoring</td>
<td>- Cell preparation&lt;br&gt;- Invasivity in case of intracellular labeling&lt;br&gt;- Time consuming&lt;br&gt;- Cost (resolution dependent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impedancemetry</td>
<td>Low frequency</td>
<td>- Noninvasivity for the cells&lt;br&gt;- Realtime monitoring&lt;br&gt;- Cost&lt;br&gt;- Potentially miniature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Micro and millimeterwaves</td>
<td>- Noninvasivity for the cells&lt;br&gt;- Direct, compatible with culture medium of cells&lt;br&gt;- Realtime monitoring&lt;br&gt;- Intracellular measurement&lt;br&gt;- Global measurement of cells&lt;br&gt;- Cost&lt;br&gt;- Potentially miniature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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